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Smart speakers have become exceedingly popular and entered many people’s homes due to their ability
to engage users with natural conversations. Researchers have also looked into using smart speakers as an
interface to collect self-reported health data through conversations. Responding to surveys prompted by smart
speakers requires users to listen to questions and answer in voice without any visual stimuli. Compared to
traditional web-based surveys, where users can see questions and answers visually, voice surveys may be more
cognitively challenging. Therefore, to collect reliable survey data, it is important to understand what types of
questions are suitable to be administered by smart speakers. We selected five common survey questionnaires
and deployed them as voice surveys and web surveys in a within-subject study. Our 24 participants answered
questions using voice and web questionnaires in one session. They then repeated the same study session after
1 week to provide a “retest” response. Our results suggest that voice surveys have comparable reliability to
web surveys. We find that, when using 5-point or 7-point scales, voice surveys take about twice as long as
web surveys. Based on objective measurements, such as response agreement and test-retest reliability, and
subjective evaluations of user experience, we recommend that researchers consider adopting the binary scale
and 5-point numerical scales for voice surveys on smart speakers.
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INTRODUCTION

The popularity of smart speakers is soaring [31]. The functionality of smart speakers has extended
well beyond basic music playing or smart appliance controlling. Researchers have investigated
how smart speakers can be used to educate children [21], accompany older adults [59], and provide
mental support for those in needs [62, 83]. Moreover, other than providing information to users,
smart speakers are poised to become a practical tool for collecting user data via conversations [20,
25, 42, 61]. For example, Luo et al. [42] have developed an Alexa skill that allows users to log their
exercise data through hands-free and eyes-free conversations. Maharjan et al. [45] used smart
speakers to administer a 5-item health-related questionnaire and suggested that smart speakers
could be a viable platform to administer surveys and support health and wellbeings.
In the Computer-Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) and Human-Computer Interaction (HCI)
research community, surveys are widely used to acquire self-reported opinions from the crowd [11],
gather data for intervention systems [82], collect frequent ESM self-reports of user sociometrics,
such as creativity [79], mood, and feelings [46, 47]. We envision that smart speakers can offer a
new modality for researchers or other stakeholders to reach users and collect data, either opinions
or personal self-reports, through voice surveys. However, it is unclear whether data from such
voice surveys can be as reliable and valid as pen&paper surveys or web/mobile surveys [27].
The widely used Interactive Voice Response (IVR) surveys [19] are similar to smart speakerenabled voice surveys where survey questions are delivered via audio to respondents. To fill in
traditional IVR surveys, respondents need to press numbers on a keypad [35]. More recent work
has implemented IVR surveys with voice inputs using modern Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR)
technologies to reach people from low-income and less-literate populations [29, 63]. The popularity
of IVR surveys inspired us to investigate whether smart speakers can be an emerging platform to
administer such surveys. Smart speakers can augment traditional IVRs by taking into consideration
the owner’s personal preferences, such as the gender of the voice or accessibility features. Voice
surveys on smart speakers have the potential to be more personalized than IVR surveys.
The way smart speakers interact with users can also impact the administration of voice surveys [35]. Smart speakers are accessible and accept natural voice inputs. Hence, compared to typing
wordy answers on a keypad, respondents may be more willing to give thoughtful answers to
open-ended questions on smart speakers [64]. Close-ended questions, such as 5-point and 7-point
Likert scales, are commonly used to measure levels of agreement or user satisfaction in CSCW [11].
The 7-point scale is considered to be the optimal scale in most visually-administered surveys for its
excellent validity; however, there is still uncertainty about the usability of the 7-point in telephone
surveys [35]. The main drawback of smart speakers is that they provide minimal visual feedback.
Without visual references, respondents may experience a higher cognitive burden when responding
with longer lengths scales through voice [42, 45]. Recording answers through speech is also more
error-prone than using keypads. ASR in smart speakers is far from perfect, and users sometimes
need to repeat their speech multiple times [52, 58]. Furthermore, interacting with smart speakers
can sometimes be slow as VUIs do not allow quick “error recovery”: in the case where respondents
need to re-hear the question, they need to utter specific commands to request the speaker to repeat
or even restart. Extended survey completion time negatively impacts respondents’ motivation [7],
especially for ESM-style surveys [81]. These limitations make voice surveys on smart speakers
difficult to respond to, which may lead to compromised data quality [26, 37] and user reluctance to
adopt this survey modality.
Motivated by the promising use of smart speakers for survey administrations and the potential
challenges of cognitive demands and error-prone interaction with voice surveys, our work aims to
address one overarching research question: What types of questions are suitable to be deployed in
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voice surveys administered by smart speakers? We selected five commonly used question types to be
evaluated: open-ended questions, binary questions (yes/no), 5-point Likert scale questions answered
with numbers (we use the term 5-point # in the following), 5-point Likert scale questions answered
with labels (e.g., agree/disagree, we use the term 5-point W in the following), and 7-point scale
questions answered with numbers (we use the term 7-point # in the following). We implemented
five survey questionnaires as voice surveys on Google speakers and those surveys’ counterparts
as web surveys on Qualtrics. In a within-subjects study, 24 participants responded to all voice
and web surveys and evaluated different types of survey questions with subjective quantitative
forms and qualitative interview feedback. Our study examines the “suitability” of different types of
questions based on three aspects: 1) the validity and reliability of questions, 2) user perceptions
and preferences, and 3) the recognition error rates of different formats of answer options.
Our work makes three key contributions to future CSCW research that implements and investigates voice surveys on smart speakers: first, we empirically show that these voice surveys overall
have good reliability except for the 5-point W scale, which performs slightly worse in terms of
reliability and validity. The user subjective evaluation and interview feedback also confirm that
most participants consider 5-point W more difficult to respond to. Second, we explore the user
perception and experience of smart speakers as a new survey modality. We show that although
participants believe voice surveys are more difficult to use and are error-prone, they also consider
voice surveys to be more fun to use and have the potential to allow multitasking in many scenarios.
Third, we elicit recommendations for rating scales and discuss implications for designing voice
surveys on smart speakers. We also point out how future research can build on our findings to
examine voice surveys.

2
2.1

RELATED WORK
Modality Differences

Commonly used survey modalities include face-to-face, telephone (e.g., IVR systems), mail, web,
or mixed-mode surveys [19]. Previous studies suggest that the modality of surveys can impact
the quality of responses [19, 72]. For example, adding aurally-spoken questions to visually based
questionnaires is found to increase the report of “stigmatized behaviors” and induce more selfdisclosure [15, 80]. Compared to traditional mail-in or face-to-face surveys, IVR surveys are found
to yield more positive and extreme answers [18]. More recently, researchers have implemented
questionnaires using chatbots and made the responding process like a conversation [30, 88]. The
humanization nature of conversational interfaces appears to improve the enjoyability [8], the level
of self-disclosure [88], and the quality of response data [30].
Since both chatbot surveys and A-CASI are found to improve the response quality, we wonder
whether smart speakers, which implement voice-based conversations, can also be a potential
platform to administer surveys. However, voice surveys administered by smart speakers are much
different than chatbot or telephone surveys. Chatbot surveys provide conversational interactions,
but they are deployed on Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs). Respondents can visually see questions
and options. For close-ended questions, they can choose answers by clicking. To respond to keypadbased IVR surveys, respondents hear all the questions aurally and quickly respond with keypads,
which also provide some visual references. Compared to those modalities, the major drawback of
voice surveys on smart speakers is the lack of visual representation of answer options. Respondents
need to think of answers in their minds, which might be challenging. The limited speech recognition
algorithms increase the survey difficulty – respondents’ answers may not be successfully recognized
every time.
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Survey Questionnaire Design

The design of survey questionnaires has been found to impact the reliability and validity of
responses. To give an optimal answer, it is commonly agreed that respondents need to understand
the question (comprehension), search their memories for relevant information (retrieval), make
judgment based on the information (judgment), and finally translate their judgment into a response
(response selection/matching) [35, 78]. These four steps, however, can be cognitively challenging.
When facing a great amount of cognitive demands from surveys, some people may use satisficing
to reduce the burden, i.e., they provide satisfactory answers rather than optimal answers [34]. In
particular, respondents are more likely to satisfice if the questionnaire design is poor, e.g., questions
are difficult to interpret, or the response selection is somewhat complicated (e.g., “10” in a keypad is
less chosen as pressing it is more complicated than pressing “9”). Satisficing can cause respondents
to think superficially and give answers they consider acceptable rather than think thoroughly
and give genuine answers. Krosnick [34] identified three factors that are correlated to satisficing:
task difficulty, respondent ability, respondent motivation. Among the three factors, researchers can
control the task difficulty of questionnaires to discourage satisficing [35].
In particular, task difficulty is determined by question-specific attributes and the administration of
questionnaires [35]. Compared to close-ended questions, open-ended questions allow respondents
to use their own words and discourage satisficing as they eliminate the response selection step [55].
However, responses to open-ended questions require more effort to interpret and analyze. On
the other hand, close-ended questions, where respondents are given a set of options to choose
from [67], are easier to administer. In the CSCW community, the 5-point scale is widely used [41].
Other commonly used scales include the 2-point binary scale (yes/no or true/false) [3], the 7-point
scale [53], and even the 11-point scale [11]. To design optimal close-ended questions, it is important
to consider the points of rating scales [14, 55]. Existing literature suggests that moderately long
scale lengths (i.e., more points) can increase both the reliability [23, 75] and the validity [68] of
questionnaires. In particular, Krosnick [35] suggest that the 7-point scale is considered optimal
for most visually administered questionnaires. But for traditional IVR surveys, it is still unclear
whether the 7-point is the optimal scale.
As aforementioned, voice surveys may be intrinsically more difficult due to the nature of VUI. The
voice question design is therefore of great importance. If open-ended questions are administered
through smart speakers, respondents may encounter interaction errors [52] and the recorded
answers may also contain transcription errors [28, 84]. On the other hand, since speaking is faster
and easier than typing, the voice may be more advantageous than the web in accepting free-form
longer answers. For close-ended questions, due to the lack of visual presentation of rating scales,
longer rating scales may not work well in voice surveys. The binary scale lacks refinement in
choices [3], but it may work well in voice surveys due to its simplicity. For commonly used 5-point
scales, previous work suggests that scales labeled with words (e.g., agree) can achieve higher
reliability than those labeled with numbers (e.g., 4 - agree) as word labels are closer to respondents’
mental representation of answers and reduce the effort in matching respondents’ thinking to
numbers [35]. However, while the answer “strongly disagree” may be easier to think of, uttering it
is literally more difficult than speaking “1”. So, it remains unclear whether a numerical scale (i.e.,
respondents answer with numbers from 1 to 5) or a word scale should be used in voice surveys.
Lastly, while the 7-point scale is considered “optimal” for some survey questionnaires, it may be
too hard to use for voice surveys. Drawn on prior work on questionnaire design, we are interested
in investigating different voice survey questionnaire designs on smart speakers.
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IVR-based Questionnaires and Surveys

Many IVR surveys allow respondents to hear spoken questions from their phones and provide
answers by pressing the keypad [18]. Prior work in developing countries has suggested that IVR
voice surveys can include a short, straightforward introductory message of the survey to improve
the completion rate, and use shorter question prompts (without response options) to improve data
quality [43, 76]. Researchers have also investigated using voice inputs for IVR surveys. Before the
recent advances in ASR technologies [16], a study dating back to 1989 implemented IVR surveys
that allow voice inputs [13]. With the use of traditional voice recognition algorithms, Clayton
and Winter [13] suggested that the voice survey had a high response rate and was an alternative
way to collect data. They also reported that some respondents preferred the voice inputs to the
keypad inputs and considered it was fast to use voice inputs. Similarly, another early work in
2005 found that most users preferred the voice inputs to keypad inputs despite encountering fairly
high recognition errors [39]. With today’s advanced speech recognition technologies, Khullar et al.
[29] implemented IVR surveys that have various question types: multiple choice questions (MCQ)
and binary questions. They showed that natural voice-based surveys had great accuracy and had
comparable performance to keypad-based surveys, and their participants had a strong preference
for the voice inputs. They also pointed out that numerical questions were easier to answer through
voice. Randhawa et al. [63] implemented a voice-based crowdsourcing platform called Karamad,
which supports binary questions, MCQ and open-ended questions. Interestingly, they found that
their participants answered more consistently to binary questions and suggested that a lower
consistency in MCQ may be due to the increased cognitive load in text-free tasks. These works,
together with previous studies, have shown that respondents from low-literate populations and
developing regions benefit from voice-based IVR surveys [56, 71]. In fact, IVR surveys are mostly
advantageous as they can be easily distributed in regions where the access to smartphones and
stable internet is limited, through regular phone calls [10, 40].
While much research has focused on IVR surveys, it is unclear whether design guidelines for IVR
surveys can be generalized to voice surveys on smart speakers. There is a need to explore which
question types, for example, binary questions or MCQ, should be used on smart speakers [63].
Like voice-based IVR surveys, surveys delivered by smart speakers may also introduce a high
cognitive load that could hamper response quality [32, 63]. Recent studies have further suggested
that interactions with speakers can be error-prone and subject to network delays [58, 85]. Such
challenges can especially hinder the successful adaption of voice surveys in the context of digital
health systems. Regular check-ins with patients and the collection of self-reports (e.g., medical
or mental condition and activities) require robust interactions [11, 20, 42]. It is thus essential to
evaluate the validity and reliability of different question types on smart speakers.
2.4

Conversational Agent-based Questionnaires and Surveys

With the increasing popularity of chatbots, there is a plethora of research that focuses on conversational surveys. Xiao et al. [88] implemented a chatbot that asked open-ended questions and
compared the chatbot survey with the traditional web survey on Qualtrics. They analyzed the
free-text responses and suggested that the chatbot induced a higher level of engagement and elicited
better quality responses. Similarly, Celino and Calegari [8] showed that submitting responses to
conversational surveys can achieve the same reliability and a higher response quality with respect
to traditional web surveys. Kim et al. [30] implemented both chatbot surveys and web surveys
that administer mostly close-ended questions. They used the satisficing theory to compare the responses’ data quality from two modalities and found that participants provided more differentiated
responses and satisfice less when responding to the chatbot survey. The authors also suggested
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that the chatbot with a casual conversation style can create more user engagement. Further, Rhim
et al. [65] compared a baseline chatbot with a humanized chatbot that used humanizing traits
like self-introduction, adaptive response speed, and echoing. They found that users perceived the
humanized survey chatbot more positively and reported to have higher level satisfaction levels
and more self-disclosure in their responses. Compared to conversational text-based chatbots, voice
assistants are more “human-like” and engage users with natural voices. Enabling voice-based
conversational surveys may further increase user engagement and discourage satisficing.
Recently, smart speakers have been used to collect data through conversations. For example,
voice-based Experience Sampling Method (ESM) applications have been developed and deployed
on smart speakers [9, 84]. Also, self-tracking systems have been developed to allow users to report
health and wellness data by talking to smart speakers [42]. Researchers have also looked into
implementing standard survey questionnaires on smart speakers. Maharjan et al. [45] transformed
an established 5-item questionnaire to be a voice survey on Google speakers. They evaluated two
response inputs, discrete and open-ended, to the voice survey and found that users preferred the
discrete response inputs. They also compared verbal responses with paper-based responses and
suggested that smart speakers can be a feasible platform for collecting data through voice surveys.
However, as they only used one short questionnaire, the questionnaire difficulty was relatively low,
and the participants could easily remember their paper-based responses. Their results cannot be
extended to inform the design of other questionnaires (e.g., binary and 7-point).
Previous works on voice-based IVR systems have shed light on the use of voice surveys and provided some evidence on the reliability of MCQ questions and binary questions in voice surveys [63].
Works on chatbots have also shown that conversation can improve data quality. However, smart
speakers interact with people differently, and they are envisioned to measure people’s feelings,
thoughts, and psychometrics [44, 81] with standard questionnaires [45] or Likert scales [84]. It is
important to ensure that users feel comfortable talking to smart speakers and provide reliable selfreports or opinions. However, to the best of our knowledge, it is still unknown whether screenless
smart speakers can administer conversational voice surveys and collect comparable or even better
quality data than vision-based surveys. Hence, we want to examine the validity and reliability of
five types of questions in voice surveys in comparison to the commonly used web surveys and
investigate how people respond to and perceive those questions in this study.
3
3.1

METHODS
Study Design

3.1.1 Questionnaire Selection and Survey Design. The main goal of our study is to investigate what
types of questions are suitable to be deployed on smart speakers. In the CSCW community, there
are a few commonly used question types: Likert scales of different lengths, dichotomous scales,
and open-ended questions. To investigate whether each form of questions can be delivered and
answered in voice, we select four established survey questionnaires to be used in our study: 1)
Positive Thinking Scale (PTS, 22 yes/no items) [17], 2) The Behavioural Regulation In Exercise
Questionnaire-3 (BREQ-3, 24 5-point scale items) [48, 87], 3) Problematic Use of Mobile Phones
Scale (PUMP, 20 5-point scale items) [50], and 4) Fear of Spiders Questionnaire (FSQ, 18 7-point
scale items) [77]. Two 5-point scale surveys are chosen as we want to compare the use of numerical
scales and word scales. We make the BREQ-3 to be answered with numerical labels (i.e., “1” to “5”)
and the PUMP scale to be answered with word labels (i.e., “strongly disagree” to “strongly agree”).
For the 7-point scale, we do not implement the word scale form as we think it is too troublesome to
remember 7 word expressions [36]. We also design an 11-item demographic questionnaire (DQ) that
asks about people’s age, gender, education, and experiences with smart speakers in an open-ended
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Table 1. The allocation of items for the four selected questionnaires. The Binary scale (PTS) has 11 positive
items (P) and 11 negative items (N). The 5-point # scale (BREQ-3) has 6 dimensions (dim.), and every dimension
is measured with 4 items. The 5-point W scale (PUMP) measures 10 behaviors (behav.) with every behavior
being measured with 2 items. The 7-point # sclae (FSQ) is a uni-dimensional scale and has 18 items. Based on
the construct of each questionnaire, we split them evenly into two parts.

PTS
Voice
6 P-items, 5 N-items
Web-based 5 P-items, 6 N-items

BREQ-3
PUMP
6 dim. × 2 items 10 behav. × 1 item
6 dim. × 2 items 10 behav. × 1 item

FSQ
9 items
9 items

form. As such, we have both open-ended questions (respondents give answers in their words) and
close-ended questions (respondents give answers from pre-defined options) with varying rating
scales (2-, 5-, and 7-point scales) in two forms (word labels and numerical labels) [35].
To avoid participants answering the same questions twice (one on the web and one via voice),
we split each of the four close-ended questionnaires in half. We deployed one half as a conventional
web survey and the other half as a voice survey. This approach is inspired by a commonly used
method to measure internal consistency - split-half reliability. Previous studies on our selected
questionnaires have already confirmed that those questionnaires have great split-half reliability,
i.e., any halves of those questionnaires are equal, and participants should score similarly in both
halves [17, 24, 77, 86]. Further, each of those selected questionnaires has either similar structured
or oppositely structured items that allow an even split. For example, two similarly structured items
from BREQ-3 are “I exercise because it’s fun” and “I enjoy my exercise sessions”; two oppositely
structured items from PTS are “(negative) When I think of myself, I think of many shortcomings”
and “(positive) I think of myself as a person with many strengths”. The allocation of items for
each selected questionnaire is shown in Table 1. For the demographic questionnaire, we transform
it to be both voice and web-based surveys and use identical questions in both modalities. The
split questions can be found in the Appendix A.1 and A.2. In order to be a viable platform to
administer voice surveys, responses to voice questionnaires should correlate with responses to web
questionnaires.
3.1.2 Survey System Implementation. We deploy the voice survey on Google smart speakers – a
widely used speaker platform. We use the Google Actions Builder 1 to implement a Google action
called Monkey Forecast that administers voice survey surveys described above. The name Monkey
Forecast was chosen as it can be accurately recognized by Google based on our testing. Monkey
Forecast was published as an alpha test version, and participants were given the opt-in link. Once
they opted in, they automatically have the access to the action. We designed five commands that can
directly trigger the five voice questionnaires, i.e., users can invoke any questionnaires by uttering
our designed voice commands (see Appendix A.3). Once a voice survey is invoked, the speaker
starts by uttering instructions regarding how to answer questions. For example, the instruction
for the Binary scale is “For each of the following statements, indicate whether it is yes or no for
you. Simply respond with yes or no.” Accordingly, the rating scale for 5- and 7-point scales are
explained. Except for open-ended questions (DQ), all other questionnaires are designed only to
accept the required types of responses (numbers or words).
The voice survey action provides two fallback responses: 1) “no-input” when the speaker does
not capture any responses, and 2) “no-match” when the respondent does not provide a valid answer
(e.g., the user answers “yes” to a 5-point scale question). Both fallback responses are designed to
guide users to “correct” their responses in later attempts. If users trigger “no-input” or “no-match”
1 https://developers.google.com/assistant/console/builder
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errors for the second or the third time, the fallback responses will include example commands that
users can use to have the speaker repeat the question (“repeat the last message”) or the rating scale
(“tell me about the rating scale”).
We implement the parallel web survey questionnaires on Qualtrics 2 . We try to keep the format
of web surveys as “similar” to voice ones [18]. For example, we use identical instructions for voice
and web-based questionnaires. Further, we control the number of labeled points to be the same [19].
We use the fully labeled scales for the Binary and the 5-point W scales, and the polar-point labeled
scales for the 5-point # and the 7-point # scales. In particular, as suggested by prior research [43],
we design all the rating scales to be only explained once in voice surveys. Accordingly, the scales
for web surveys are also presented in the beginning only.
3.1.3 Experimental Design. As aforementioned, we implement five voice surveys and five parallel
web surveys with different question types and topics. Thus, we identify two independent variables:
1) modality (voice versus web) and 2) question types (open-ended/binary/5-point #/5-point W/7point #). We choose to administer different surveys because this can avoid the reuse of questions
(i.e., assigning different rating scales to the same questions) and allow participants to experience
different question types and provide their preferences on rating scales. On the other hand, we
acknowledge that the topics and difficulties of different surveys may be confounding factors. To
eliminate the impact of confounding factors as much as possible, we mainly use the notion of
rating scales (e.g., 5-point #) rather than survey titles (e.g., BREQ) and remind participants that they
should only consider the question type rather than the question content throughout the study. We
will discuss this limitation later in Section 6.
We design a within-subject study, where participants are asked to complete both voice survey
questionnaires and web survey questionnaires. After they complete each voice (or web) questionnaire, participants need to fill out a short 3-question mini smartphone scale about their experiences
with the questionnaire they just completed. Once the mini scale is completed, participants will
be instructed to respond to the next voice or web questionnaire. After completing five voice (or
web) questionnaires, participants need to complete a 12-question system evaluation form on their
smartphones. In the end, we provide participants with twelve in-home scenarios proposed in
previous studies [9, 74, 84] (see Table 2), and ask them to choose whether they prefer the voice
or the web-browser in each scenario. In total, we collect ten 3-question mini scales, two system
evaluation forms, and one modality choice form, which provide us with subjective evaluations of
voice and web surveys. We also conduct an exit interview after participants complete all surveys
and questionnaires, where we can learn how users experience the new voice survey modality and
the traditional web modality.
In addition, we repeat the aforementioned study procedure with participants exactly one week
after their first session (i.e., each participant experienced the same study session based on their
assigned order twice). By repeating the same study procedure twice, we can obtain the test-retest
reliability of voice surveys and web surveys. We choose to calculate the test-retest reliability as it is
commonly used to measure survey reliability in the field of survey methodology [51]. This metric
enables us to compare the reliability of voice surveys and conventional web surveys.
The order of five questionnaires may impact participants’ performance. The first few voice
questionnaires may be more challenging to answer due to unfamiliarity with the speaker modality,
whereas participants may feel fatigued in later questionnaires. Also, the difficulty of questionnaires
also varies. To mitigate those effects, we designed four questionnaire orders (see Appendix A.4).
Participants are randomly assigned one survey order, and they complete web surveys and voice
surveys in the same assigned order. Lastly, we further counterbalance the order of survey modalities:
2 https://www.qualtrics.com
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Table 2. Different scenarios for participants to choose survey modality.

You are having breakfast.
You are about to head out.
You are lying in the couch and watching TV.
You are cooking dinner.
You are browsing work-related documents
on your personal computer.
You are texting with friends on your phone.
You are doing push-ups.
You are talking to family members.
You are petting your dogs/cats.
You are reading a book.
You are online shopping on your personal computer.
You are doing chores at home.
Open-ended
(DQ)

Binary
(PTS)

5-point #
(BREQ)

5-point W
(PUMP)

7-point #
(FSQ)

7-point #
(FSQ)

5-point W
(PUMP)

5-point #
(BREQ)

Binary
(PTS)

Open-ended
(DQ)

Fig. 1. One example of the experiment procedure. In this example procedure, participants completed voice
surveys on smart speakers first (denoted by solid-line squares and speaker icons) and the complete web
surveys (denoted by the dash-line squares and browser icons). After each voice (or web) survey, participants
complete a 3-question survey experience evaluation on their smartphones (denoted by the black smartphone
icon). Once participants complete all five chosen surveys on smart speakers (or on the web), they complete
the survey system evaluation form on their smartphones (denoted by the yellow smartphone icon). In the
end, researchers conduct an exit interview with participants (denoted by the human icon). To measure the
test-retest reliability of surveys, participants are requested to complete the same experiment procedure
twice with 1 week apart. To counterbalance the effect of survey orders and modality orders, we designed 8
experiment procedures (4 survey orders × 2 modality orders), which is referenced in the Appendix A.4.

half participants are assigned to finish voice surveys first (voice-web order) while the other half
(web-voice order) finish web surveys first. One example study procedure is shown in Figure 1.
Due to COVID-19, we conducted our study over Zoom. We gave participants access to our test
Google action and provided them with voice commands that invoke voice surveys. We advertised
our study on our university’s notice board and LinkedIn, and we also recruited participants through
the snowball sampling method. Participants completed our study with their own Google speakers
and smartphones and were given a $30 gift card after the completion of our study. We obtained
ethics approval from our university’s human-subjects committee.
3.2

Participants Demographics

We recruited 24 participants, and all of them are Google smart speaker owners. There are 11 (46%)
male and 13 (54%) female participants aged from 19 to 60 years (M = 31.4, SD = 9.0). 4 participants
have the highest degree of high school, 9 participants have an undergraduate degree, and 11
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participants have a postgraduate degree. All participants are experienced users of smart speakers,
and their experiences range from 1 year to 5 years. 21 participants own 1 to 3 smart speakers,
while 3 participants own more than 6 smart speakers. Regarding the speaker usage frequency, 20
participants report that they use smart speakers daily or very often, while 4 of them report they
rarely use smart speakers. 16 participants used Google Nest Mini, 5 participants used Google Home,
1 participant used the Google Nest Mesh, and 2 participants used the Google Max Hub (we asked
them to cover the screen) to complete our study.
3.3

Measures

To investigate whether smart speakers can be a reliable platform to administer voice surveys, we
use five measures:
Response Time. We calculate the total completion time for each survey administered by smart
speakers and on the web-browser. We also calculate the average response time for answering
each question on both modalities. The completion time and the average question response time
include not only the user’s “thinking and responding time” but also the time for speakers to prompt
questions and process responses or the time for web-browsers to respond to user inputs.
Agreement and Correlation. As aforementioned, we split each of the four established questionnaires into two and deployed one half as voice questionnaires and the other half as web questionnaires. The four selected questionnaires all have excellent internal consistency [17, 24, 77, 86],
we can check the reliability of voice surveys by comparing the data collected from the two modalities and calculating the agreement between responses. For open-ended questions, three human
raters read all participants’ responses and checked whether one’s voice responses were equal to the
corresponding web responses for each question with binary codes: 1 - equal, 0 - not equal. There
were occasions where one rater disagreed with the other two raters. For example, to the question What do you enjoy most about smart speakers?, one participant answered “They make life more
convenient for setting timers/alarms, turning lights off etc.” on the web and answered “they make
life more convenient” to the speaker. Two raters considered these two responses equal, whereas
one rater disagreed. In those cases, we adopted the code agreed on by two raters. The inter-rater
reliability is 95.3%. Hence, we calculate the percentage of response agreement for each open-ended
question. For close-ended questionnaires, we first sum up the total score of each questionnaire and
calculate Spearman’s rank-order correlation coefficient between the voice questionnaire scores and
web questionnaire scores.
Test-retest Reliability. For open-ended questions, similar to the aforementioned, three human
raters assessed whether the responses were consistent between two sessions. The code (1 - consistent,
0 - inconsistent) agreed on by two or more raters was chosen, and the inter-rater reliability is 93.7%.
Other four surveys’ test-retest reliability is measured with the Spearman rank-order correlation and
Cohen’s kappa. Our hypothesis is that if the voice surveys are reliable, their test-retest reliability
results should be comparable to those of web surveys.
Non-differentiation. Satisficing indicates that respondents give “satisfactory” answers rather
than “optimal” answers [34]. Common satisficing behaviors include non-differentiation or straightlining (i.e., give the same answer for a battery of questions), skipping items, abandoning surveys,
random selections, rushing to finish surveys, giving minimal words to open-ended questions [4].
Since we collect responses in a semi-controlled study (over Zoom), we do not expect satisficing
behaviors, such as skipping items or abandoning surveys, to occur. We adopt the level of nondifferentiation of responses of each close-ended questionnaire to infer one satisficing behavior straight-lining [30, 49]. We use the differential index (𝜌) calculation method proposed in [49]. The
equation is:
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A higher 𝜌 value indicates more differentiation in responses and respondents give more diverse
response options. A lower 𝜌 value (close to 0) indicates that respondents almost give identical
response options. It should also be noted that 𝜌 is dependent on the length of scales.
Usability. As aforementioned, we ask participants to rate their experiences with each survey
questionnaire with a 3-question smartphone scale. The three questions are: 1) I can easily understand
those questions, 2) I can easily think of answers for those questions, and 3) Recording my answers
is ____(). The first two items are scored using a 5-point Likert scale while the last item requires
participants to choose an answer from “Extremely difficult”, “Somewhat difficult”, “Neither easy
nor difficult”, “Somewhat easy”, and “Extremely easy”. The first question measures the difficulty of
understanding; the second question measures the difficulty of forming answers; the last question
measures the difficulty of recording/logging answers. For each modality, we also ask participants to
fill out a 12-question system evaluation form (see Table 8).
4

RESULTS

In this section, we first present quantitative results, including the comparison between voice
responses and web responses, test-retest reliability, and the evaluation of response quality. Then,
we present the user experience with voice surveys, including results from subjective user evaluation
scales and forms and qualitative feedback from exit interviews.
4.1

Response Scale Distributions

Previous studies [19, 73, 90] suggest that voice (e.g., telephone) respondents tend to give more
positive answers than do web respondents. Although our participants are both voice respondents
and web respondents, we would like to know whether the distribution of their responses to questions
on the two modalities would differ. We show the distribution of response rating scales of voice
and web surveys in Figure 2. From the figure, it can be observed that the distributions of response
scales on the two modalities of our study are comparable. Further, Wilcoxon signed-rank tests also
confirmed that the responses from two modalities had no significant differences. Between the two
5-point scales, their distributions are quite different, which may be the result of the survey content.
4.2

Survey Completion Time

We show the survey completion time comparisons in Figure 3. On average, participants took
around 60 sec to complete each of the web surveys: DQ = 67′ (±20), Binary = 55′ (±19), 5-point #
= 59′ (±25), 5-point W = 56′ (±17), 7-point # = 51′ (±17). However, participants took much longer
time to complete voice surveys: DQ = 87′ (±8), Binary = 90′ (±9), 5-point # = 122′ (±21), 5-point W
= 114′ (±21), 7-point # = 102′ (±13). In particular, we observe that for 5-point and 7-point scales, the
completion time of voice questionnaires is approximately doubled than that of web questionnaires.
On the other hand, we also see a trend in the standard deviation: the completion time of voice
questionnaires is less varied than that of web questionnaires except for the 5-point W scale.
Since the four questionnaires are of different lengths, we also calculate the average answering
time for each question. The answering time to the first question in each survey on both modalities
is removed from the calculation as the voice surveys include instruction on rating scales in the first
question. As can be seen from Figure 3, the question-answering time of voice DQ and web DQ is
comparable while the question-answering time of other voice questionnaires is significantly longer
than that of web questionnaires.
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Fig. 2. Distributions of response rating scales of voice surveys (red) and web surveys (blue).

It should be noted that the completion and answering time of voice surveys also include the time
cost of interaction errors. For example, participants may not have their responses recognized and
recorded the first time. If a no-input error is triggered, the speaker would first prompt the fallback
message, and the participant needs to repeat the answer again. So, the variance in answering time of
voice questionnaires can be caused by the occurrence of errors and time spent on re-prompts. The
relatively low variance in completion time further suggests that most time on voice questionnaires
is spent on the speaker prompting and processing. Conversely, as web questionnaires do not trigger
any interaction errors, the high variance may actually indicate that some participants were rushing
to complete the surveys [4].
4.3 Response Agreement
We calculate the response agreement between voice survey responses and web survey responses.
The response agreement of DQ is presented in Table 3. For Q3. Education, one participant gave
different expressions of “high school” in voice and web responses, so all raters considered the
two responses were not equal. For Q4. Employment, one participant answered “student, working
part time” on the web and “student” in the voice. For Q6, languages were sometimes not fully
captured by speakers, which resulted in a lower response agreement. In terms of Q7, one participant
abbreviated the voice response. Lastly, participants appeared to report differently on Q8. Length of
usages. We observed that many participants paused and counted how long they had used smart
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Fig. 3. Survey Completion Time Analysis. The upper figure (a) shows the average time to answer one question
for each survey. The lower figure (b) shows the average time to complete one survey.

speakers during the study sessions. So, the disagreements may indicate that it is challenging to
answer voice survey questions that require some time to think.
We show Spearman’s correlation coefficients 𝜌 of different surveys between modalities in both
sessions in Table 4. We also provide the breakdown based on modality orders. Overall, voice
responses have a strong, positive correlation with web responses. In particular, we observe that
the response agreements of 5-point # (S1: 𝜌 = .77, p <.000, S2: 𝜌 = .89, p < .000) and 7-point #
questionnaires are excellent (S1: 𝜌 = .89, p <.000, S2: 𝜌 = .93, p < .000), which indicates that the
voice modality has no obvious impact on responses to those questionnaires. However, while the
web-voice order group shows significant correlations of all questionnaires, the voice-web order
group has non-significant correlations of the Binary questionnaire in S2 (𝜌 = .50, p = .1) and of the
5-point W questionnaire in S1 (𝜌 = .33, p = .29). Interestingly, correlations between web responses
and voice responses from participants of the voice-web group of all questionnaires except the
Binary questionnaire increased in their second session. In particular, those participants noticeably
improved their response agreements of 5-point # and 5-point W. These improvements may indicate
a learning effect for voice surveys. For participants who were from the web-voice order group,
there was no obvious improvement.
4.4

Test-retest Reliability

Another metric to evaluate the voice survey system is the test-retest reliability. In Table 3, we
present the test-retest reliability of open-ended questions (DQ). As can be seen from the table,
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Table 3. Response agreement (per question item) between web demographic questions and voice demographic
questions in two sessions (S1: session 1, S2: session 2), and test-retest reliability of demographic questions
on both modalities as indicated by agreement percentage. (The demographic questions can be found in the
Appendix)

Demographic
Questions
Q1. Age
Q2. Gender
Q3. Education
Q4. Employment
Q5. Languages
Q6. Number of smart speakers
Q7. Ways of getting speakers
Q8. Length of usages
Q9. Frequency of usages
Q1. Enjoy most
Q11. Biggest complaint

Agreement (%)
S1 S2
100 100
100 100
96 96
96 100
92 96
100 100
100 96
88 83
100 100
100 100
100 100

Test-retest (%)
Voice Web
96
96
100
100
100
100
92
96
92
92
92
92
96
92
67
54
96
96
96
96
96
96

Table 4. Correlation coefficient between voice survey questionnaires and web-based survey questionnaires in
different orders and in both sessions (S1: session 1, S2: session 2). Bold indicates statistical significance (p <
.05), and underline indicates no statistical significance.

Order
Binary
5-point #
5-point W
7-point #

Voice-Web
S1
S2
.75 .50
.81 .97
.33 .71
.81 .92

Web-Voice
S1
S2
.81 .82
.77 .78
.79 .73
.98 .90

All
S1 S2
.78 .69
.77 .89
.54 .77
.89 .93

Q8. Length of usages is the only question that has a low test-retest reliability score. However,
participants seem to be more consistent in answering this question in voice than on the web.
For the four close-ended questionnaires, we calculate the correlations of responses between
modalities from two sessions. The test-retest reliability results is shown in Table 5. Overall, the
test-retest reliability of voice questionnaires and web questionnaires are comparable and both
excellent (𝜌 > .8 [38]). We find that the test-retest reliability of the voice binary scale is higher
than that of the web binary sale. For the 7-point # questionnaire, participants performed similarly
in both modalities. According to Figure 2, the majorities of responses are “1” and “2”. The high
test-retest reliability could be a result of straight-lining response behaviors, which will be discussed
later.
For the 5-point # and 5-point W surveys, however, the modality order appears to impact their testretest reliability. For voice-web order participants, they responded to web surveys more consistently
than voice surveys. Coupled with results from Table 4, we speculate that the lower test-retest
reliability of voice forms of 5-point # and 5-point W could still be caused by the learning effect.
As participants became more familiar with the voice survey system in the second session, their
responses to voice surveys tended to shift closer to their responses to web surveys. On the other hand,
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Table 5. Test–retest reliability (Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient) and Cohen’s kappa for voice and web
survey questionnaires. All correlations are statistically significant (p <.05).

Surveys
Binary
5-point #
5-point W
7-point #

Voice-Web
Voice Web
.98
.70
.85
.98
.77
.90
.97
.97

Web-Voice
Voice Web
.93
.87
.88
.83
.87
.75
.93
.92

All
Voice
.94
.87
.83
.95

Web
.82
.91
.85
.95

Cohen’s kappa
Voice Web
.76
.66
.55
.58
.41
.45
.41
.44

Table 6. Average response lengths of 5 open-ended questions.

Length
Voice
Web
How did you obtain your smart speakers?
19.3 (10.4) 20.0 (14.8)
How long have you been using smart speakers? 9.1 (4.5)
9.5 (6.43)
How often do you use your smart speakers?
8.4 (3.3)
10.3 (7.5)
What do you enjoy most about smart speakers? 28.8 (16.5) 37.5 (23.9)
What is your biggest complaint about smart
30.7 (16.3) 45.9 (35.4)
speakers?

Significance
p-value
.33
.31
.04*
.001***
.002**

p*< .05, p**< .01, p***<.001.

for web-voice ordered participants, their test-retest reliability of the two 5-point questionnaires is
lower on the web than in the voice.
Lastly, to corroborate the test-retest correlations, we also calculated Cohen’s kappa for each
survey in Table 5. It should be noted that Cohen’s kappa is calculated based on the question-level,
whereas the correlation is based on the questionnaire-level. Usually, to average out the measurement
errors, surveys would include multiple questions/items [69]. Hence, it is understandable that Cohen’s
kappa tends to be low, and we focus more on the comparisons. We see that the binary survey has
the highest test-retest agreement, and in particular, the voice one has a higher kappa than the web
one. Comparing the kappa of voice surveys and web surveys, we can see they are quite comparable.
4.5

Evaluation of Response Quality

For open-ended questions, we select the answer length to evaluate the response data quality, and the
results can be found in Table 6. While previous studies on smart speakers suggest that VUIs are more
advantageous in allowing free-form input [12, 45], we can see that, on average, participants gave
shorter answers to voice questions than web questions. In particular, for the last three questions,
the web responses are significantly longer than the voice responses.
For close-ended surveys, we use the commonly Non-differentiation Index to evaluate the response
quality objectively. The results are presented in Table 7. From the calculation equation 1, the index
is correlated with the length of rating scales. Therefore, it is understandable that the binary scales
have the lowest non-differentiation indices. For the 7-point # questionnaire, however, both voice
and web forms of it have lower non-differentiation indices than the two 5-point questionnaires.
It could indicate that participants had more satisficing behaviors when answering the 7-point #
questionnaire. Nevertheless, through a t-test, we only find that the non-differentiation index of the
voice 5-point # questionnaire is significantly higher than that of the web 5-point # questionnaire. We
do not observe any significant differences in response differentiation between modalities for other
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Table 7. Non-differentiation Index Calculation

Surveys
Binary
5-point #
5-point W
7-point #

Voice
M SD
.26 .17
.68 .07
.61 .12
.49 .24

Web
M SD
.28 .18
.66 .10
.61 .10
.46 .29

Significance testing
p-value
.17
.049*
.95
.40

p*< .05

Fig. 4. Subjective evaluations of survey difficulty on three aspects: understanding questions, forming answers,
and recording answers.

questionnaires. In other words, the smart speaker modality did not impact participants’ response
quality to those questionnaires.
4.6

Survey Modality Comparison: Voice versus Web

During the study, participants were asked to fill in the 3-question smartphone scale right after they
completed a web or voice questionnaire. This scale aims to measure the subjective difficulty of
each survey on three aspects: 1) understanding questions, 2) forming answers, and 3) recording
answers. We present the results of the 3-question smartphone scales in Figure 4. A higher score
indicates lower difficulty. We use the Wilcoxon signed-rank test to compare the subjective Likert
ratings of surveys administered through the voice and the web. In terms of understanding, all voice
questionnaires except the 7-point # (p < .01) were rated to be equally easy to understand as web
surveys. Participants rated similarly for Binary and 5-point # surveys for the forming answer part.
As clearly depicted in Figure 4, participants rated that it was more difficult to form responses to DQ
(p < .05), 5-point W (p < .05), and 7-point # (p < .01) questionnaires. Lastly, we find that participants
rated it was significantly more difficult to record numerical 5-point # (p < .01), 7-point # (p < .001)
answers and 5-point W responses (p < .000) via voice than yes/no and open-ended responses on
the web. Although we found no significance, as suggested by the boxplot, participants appeared to
have varying opinions on the difficulty of recording answers with free-form words.
In our experiment protocol, participants were also asked to fill in a system evaluation form after
they completed the set of voice (web) questionnaires. We present the results of system evaluations
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in Table 8. Based on the quantitative evaluation results, through the Wilcoxon signed-rank test,
we observe that participants scored significantly differently on most questions. First, participants
considered the voice survey system was significantly more fun to use (Q1) but was less easy to
use (Q2), more difficult to understand (Q4), and slower (Q5) than the web survey system. But
participants also acknowledged that they were willing to use the voice survey system in the future.
Due to the nature of VUI, we also asked participants to rate how much they would be concerned
about the survey confidentiality (Q6). Although the average ratings of both survey systems are
low, participants expressed more concerns about the confidentiality of the voice survey system.
From the scores of Q7 to Q9, participants rated higher willingness to use the web survey system
than the voice survey system if they needed to fill out a survey 1 to 3 times a day. Lastly, although
the average ratings are low, participants considered the voice survey system to be more like an
ordinary conversation (Q10) and the web survey system to be more like a machine (Q11) and filling
in a form (Q12).
Lastly, in our experiment protocol, participants needed to choose the preferred survey modality
in different scenarios. We show the breakdowns of user preference in Figure 5. It can be observed
that when engaging in physical activities, such as doing push-ups, doing chores, and cooking,
participants preferred to use the voice survey system [9, 84]. On the other hand, if engaged in
activities that require hearing, talking, and a high cognitive load, participants would prefer the
web survey system. In 7 scenarios, voice surveys are preferred to be used. For participants who
chose the web survey in those 7 scenarios, we asked about their reasoning. We find that they were
mostly concerned about speech recognition and their proximity to smart speakers. For example,
one participant explained that she was concerned about the noise produced during cooking that
could impact the recognition rate. A few participants also suggested that they would not be close
to their speakers if they were heading out or doing chores at home, so it was better to do the
web surveys. For scenarios where the majority votes were for the web, we also inquired about
participants’ reasoning for their choices. Most participants who chose to use the web in those
scenarios indicated that they thought the voice surveys would take a longer time and more mental
workload to complete while the web surveys could be done quickly. Also, talking to smart speakers
can be inconvenient if there is TV sound and rude if they are talking to others. Interestingly, the few
participants who preferred the voice in those scenarios indicated that they could easily multi-task
with voice surveys. For the two scenarios that already involve the use of computers (“You are
browsing work-related documents on your personal computer” and “You are online shopping on
your personal computer”), a few participants further suggested that they did not want to switch
between web pages when online shopping or working.
4.7

Voice Survey Question Comparisons and Interview Feedback

We present comparisons of question types only in terms of voice surveys in the following.
4.7.1 Open-ended versus close-ended. From Figure 4, it can be seen that participants considered it more difficult to form responses and rated the recording difficulty of DQ via voice more
diversely. Further, many participants also pointed out that they did not think open-ended questions were easy to answer during the interview. For general demographic questions (age, gender,
education, and employment status), most participants indicated that those questions were easy and
convenient to answer, as there was “only one answer”. For questions related to the smart speaker
usage history (likes, complaints), some participants said that they needed to “think more” before
answering. Some of them tried to keep their answers concise (to improve the speech recognition
rate). One participant even pointed out that he imagined a “drop-down menu and its options”
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Fig. 5. User preference on voice surveys vs. web surveys in different scenarios.

when responding to some open-ended questions. A few participants also attempted to give longer
answers. However, the speaker interrupted their responses while they were still answering.
4.7.2 5-point versus 7-point numerical scales. When asked about the numerical rating scale,
most participants preferred the 5-point scale to the 7-point scale. Many participants explained
that they were more familiar with the 5-point Likert scale than the 7-point scale through daily
experiences. Hence, most of them had no trouble remembering the 5-point scale and determining
what numbers they could choose. However, we noticed that participants still faced two difficulties
when answering the 5-point # questionnaire. Firstly, one participant mentioned that she was more
used to the scale that started with strongly agree while the scale used in our study was in the
opposite direction and started with strongly disagree. Secondly, the 5-point # survey contained
some negatively worded items (e.g., I don’t see why I should have to exercise). A few participants
reported that it was somewhat difficult to contemplate an answer in the double-negative case. For
the 7-point scale, a few participants suggested it was easy to answer as all the questions were
basically asking the same thing. However, a few participants were confused about the “middle
point” of the scale. Two participants suggested that there was no number that could represent the
“neutral” option as they could not answer 3.5 while some other participants thought “5” indicated
the “neutral” option. Furthermore, some participants agreed that there was more nuance in the
7-point scale, and they were struggling with the difference between “2” and “3” or “5” and “6”. But
one participant actually appreciated the minor difference between the two numbers on the 7-point
scale.
4.7.3 Word versus numerical scales. Besides open-ended questions, two other questionnaires
also accepted answers with words. The first is the binary scale, to which participants simply
answered with yes or no. Many participants suggested that the “yes or no questions are easy as
they have only two options” and “it is also quite natural to answer yes (and) no”. On the other hand,
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Table 8. Quantitative Feedback of Two Survey Systems

Questions
(Q1) It is fun to use the survey system.
(Q2) The survey system is easy to use.
(Q3) I’m willing to fill out other surveys
on this system in the future.
(Q4) Understand the survey is _______
(Extremely difficult to Extremely easy)
(Q5) Completing the survey is _______
(Extremely slow to Extremely fast)
(Q6) If you are answering the survey at home,
will you be concerned that your response
may not be kept 100% confidential?
(Q7) If you are asked to fill out a survey 1 to 3
times a day, will you be willing to use
this system?
(Q8) If you are asked to fill out a survey 3 to 5
times a day, will you be willing to use
this system?
(Q9) If you are asked to fill out a survey 5 to 10
times a day, will you be willing to use
this system?
(Q10) How much is this survey system like an
ordinary conversation?
(Q11) How much is this survey system like
dealing with a machine?
(Q12) How much is this survey system like
filling in an form?

Mean (SD)
Voice
Web
4.02 (.73) 3.46 (.90)
3.83 (.88) 4.46 (.58)

W Stat.

p-value

371.5
31

.002**
.000***

4.00 (.97)

4.17 (.63)

121.5

.300

4.15 (.88)

4.52 (.62)

45

.007**

3.46 (1.17)

4.17 (.78)

104.5

.001**

2.58 (.94)

2.18 (.89)

186

.001**

3.17 (1.23)

3.52 (1.15) 84

.050*

2.85 (1.27)

3.19 (1.16) 184

.092

2.25 (1.31)

2.43 (1.18) 241

.467

2.69 (1.13)

1.81 (1.00) 507

.000***

3.19 (.98)

3.54 (.99)

190

.010**

2.67 (1.14)

4.44 (.71)

0

.000***

p*< .05, p**< .01, p***< .001.

some participants considered that some of the questions were quite deep and the dichotomous
choice was somehow too extreme. Nevertheless, the binary scale was still considered to be the
easiest by most participants. Regarding the 5-point W survey, as can be seen in Table 4, Table 5,
and Figure 4, participants not only performed relatively poorly on this survey but rated it to be
difficult to record answers. During the exit interview, the 5-point W scale was also not preferred by
most participants. Some participants mentioned that “it is difficult to remember the exact words”,
and others further suggested that “it is literally more difficult to say the word than the number”. In
fact, more than one participants answered “somewhat disagree” and “somewhat agree” during the
study, which also indicated that remembering the 5-point W scale was challenging. Lastly, a few
participants also suggested that answering “strongly disagree” or “strongly agree” was in fact not
natural as “people usually would not say I strongly agree during daily conversations”. Conversely,
if to give extreme answers, participants expressed they had no difficulty in answering “1” or “5”
compared to “strongly disagree” or “strongly agree”.
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Table 9. Interaction error rate of each voice survey.

DQ
Binary
3.79% 2.65%
4.8

5-point # 5-point W
4.68%
9.79%

7-point # Total
7.64%
5.54%

Voice Survey Interactions and Errors

Lastly, we present the usability measures of smart speakers as the voice survey administration
platform. We find that some voice surveys are pre-maturely terminated due to connection errors. A
few participants reported that they “lost” the speaker during the study session. For example, the
speaker remained silent to user responses and failed to respond back or prompt an error message
“hmm, something went wrong”. Another interesting case is that one participant tried to turn up the
volume of the speaker, which somehow caused the speaker to stop the survey. In these cases, we
would instruct participants to re-initiate the voice surveys.
As mentioned in the Methods section, we construct the error prompts to be informative and
contain “repair commands” (“repeat the message” and “tell me about the rating scale”). If participants
encounter the no-input or no-match error more than 2 times, they can learn repair commands.
In total, the Repeat command was used 3 times by 3 participants, and the Rating Scale command
was used 6 times by 5 participants (5-point #: 3, 5-point W: 2, 7-point #: 1). On the other hand, 2
participants, who did not trigger error prompts that include repair commands, chose to re-initiate
the surveys as they forgot the rating scale and tried to resolve this issue by re-invoking the survey.
In 14 out of 48 sessions from 24 participants, 12 participants had to re-initiate one (or two) voice
surveys. We only used the last completed survey responses for the data analysis below.
Finally, we provide a summary of errors that occurred during the study. We calculate the
interaction error rate for each voice survey in Table 9. Participants encountered most interaction
errors when responding to the 5-point W, which, interestingly, is consistent with the highest
user-rated difficulty of this scale. Also, we notice there still exist prevalent transcription errors
in our dataset. For open-ended questions, the word error rate (WER) of transcribed responses is
15.2%. Therefore, we manually transcribed participants’ responses again and modified all incorrect
transcriptions for our analysis. The most common error is that the speaker cannot correctly
recognize the word “male”. For all male participants, only one participant’s “male” was recognized
once, all others’ “male” was recorded as “mail”, “miel”, or “Mel”. Transcription errors also occurred
frequently in the language question. For participants who know more than three languages, their
speakers sometimes failed to capture all the languages. Similarly, when recording longer responses,
speakers also tended only to capture part of participants’ answers (e.g., “sometimes it doesn’t
understand and I have to repeat” was recorded as “sometimes I understand”). In terms of closeended questions, since the answer is limited, we mainly observe one type of error: doubled- or
tripled numerical answers caused by participants repeating their answers (e.g., answered “1” for
two times, then “11” was recorded).
5
5.1

DISCUSSION
Implications for voice survey formats

Our results suggest that the response agreement and the test-retest reliability of voice and web
surveys are overall comparable. Also, the voice modality even improved the response differentiation
rate of the 5-point Likert scale. Therefore, we think voice survey questionnaires administered by
smart speakers can be an effective alternative to traditional web survey questionnaires. However,
we do find that some question formats may be more suitable to be deployed as voice surveys on
smart speakers than others.
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First, the open-ended questions are not as suitable as we expected. The voice survey is good for
general demographic questions, such as age, gender, and education, which is aligned with findings
from previous studies on IVR surveys [29, 63]. For the rest questions, it is not the case. While
speaking is faster and more effortless than typing [64], the lengths of responses collected via voice
were actually shorter than those collected on the web. In a few rare cases, some participants were
interrupted by the speaker during the experiment and could not record their full answers (this
does not affect the prior conclusion). In terms of the answer contents, many participants did not
respond freely, and some constructed their answers carefully as they were all well aware of the
limitation of speech recognition. Lastly, we also notice that transcriptions of free-form responses
contain many recognition errors that need to be corrected manually [45]. Further, we show that
the WER is 15.2% for these free-form responses. Modifying incorrect transcriptions does not only
require manual efforts but may also require audio recordings. Therefore, we do not think voice
surveys should include too many open-ended questions that may trigger long responses [84].
Second, consistent with prior literature [35], we do find that the length of rating scales impacts
the reliability and quality. The binary voice questionnaire appeared to have a good consistency
with its web counterpart and even better test-retest reliability and kappa [63]. The recognition
of yes/no is also more robust to errors. Although some participants did complain that this scale
was too absolute with no middle ground, we still think this format can work well in future voice
questions. For longer-length rating scales, prior literature suggests that the 7-point scale is the
optimal one for paper- and web-based surveys for its higher validity and reliability [35, 36, 55].
In this study, although the 7-point # appears to have great response agreement and test-retest
reliability, which could be a result of satisficing. As can be seen in Table 7, the 7-point # has a lower
non-differentiation index than the 5-point ones, which indicates less variance in responses. Since this
questionnaire is uni-dimensional and measures people’s fear towards spiders, for participants who
are not arachnophobic, they would give straight-lining answers (i.e., answer “1” for all questions) in
both modalities. This explains the higher agreement between modalities and test-retest reliability.
Compared with the 5-point scale, the 7-point scale is not familiar to most participants and has
more nuance and smaller differences between adjacent options. When lacking visual references,
the 7-point scale is more cognitively difficult for respondents to use [36]. For the two 5-point scales,
the word one performed worse and was considered more troublesome to use. Further, according to
Table 9, 5-point W is the most error-prone one. Therefore, we suggest that the 5-point # scale may
be the most appropriate one for working in the voice modality.
5.2

Implications for voice survey designs

Although we focused on investigating the question types for voice survey questionnaires, we also
received some user feedback on the wording of the questions. In many surveys and questionnaires,
negatively worded items are included as they may reduce participants’ acquiescing, satisficing, and
inattention behaviors [2]. For example, the commonly used System Usability Scale [6] in the CSCW
community contains half negatively worded items. However, our participants report that those
negative questions were difficult to answer in voice. In particular, some participants struggled with
the direction of the rating scale, which may be due to the lack of visual presentation [19, 63, 70].
In Figure 3, we show the question-answering time and the completion time of each web and voice
survey. Obviously, voice surveys take a longer time to complete than web surveys. In particular,
we observe doubled completion time for voice surveys compared to web surveys. To this end,
previous studies suggest that the time cost of participation and the survey length can impact the
response rate [35]. Therefore, researchers aiming to use voice surveys or mix-modality surveys
should consider the factor of completion time. Additionally, when transforming paper or web-based
surveys to be voice ones, researchers can consider reducing the length of surveys to half.
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Lastly, we note that there appears to be a learning effect for the voice survey system. Although
voice-based surveys have been widely implemented through IVR systems, especially the use of
customer service call centers [66], most of our participants seem to consider voice surveys on
smart speakers to be a new “thing”. As we have the test-retest study design, we observe that
many participants became more used to the speaker survey system. In Table 4, participants in
the voice-web order have a lower response agreement of 5-point # and 5-point W surveys than
those in the web-voice order in the first session. Web-voice order participants may be already
familiar with the surveys and various rating scales; on the other hand, participants in the voice-web
order were exposed to new surveys in a new modality. The improvement of response agreement in
the second session for the voice-web order participants, particularly for the two 5-point surveys,
indicates the learning effect of the new survey modality. During the interview, many participants
also acknowledged the notion of “familiarity”. For example, when asked “do you think you’ll
perform better next time?”, one participant suggested that “Yes, I think so. Yeah, because I was not
used to (the system), but once I get used to the system, I know what’s expecting.” In the second
session’s interview, many people also stated that they knew what they needed to do this time.
Therefore, in line with other works [43, 45], we also suggest researchers consider adding training
questions in their voice survey design to help respondents get used to the smart speaker survey
system as well as the used rating scales.
5.3

Smart speakers as a new survey administration modality

Due to the increasing popularity of commercial smart speakers, we envision that smart speakers
can be a good platform for survey administration to collect user data in home [42, 44, 45]. Previous
studies on IVR surveys found that respondents tended to emulate the speaking styles of the voice, it
is therefore suggested that the voice prompts could be recorded slowly but clearly and preferably by
native speakers [40]. Recent technologies have made generated speech more human-like [1]. In our
study, the voice surveys were prompted by participants’ personal Google speakers. We noticed that
different users had different settings for their speakers. For example, some participants configure
their speakers to have different accents, and a few participants had the accessibility feature enabled.
Hence, unlike IVR surveys that are identically and centrally distributed [19], smart speakers, by
default, can prompt surveys with personalized voices in different genders, accents, and even speech
rates.
Considering that smart speakers are usually located in people’s homes, we proposed 12 common
in-home scenarios and investigated people’s preference for survey modality in those scenarios. As
can be seen in Figure 5, combining all the votes, the voice was actually chosen more than the web.
On the other hand, participants also rated voice questionnaires to be more difficult to understand
and answer in Figure 4 and Table 8. Such discrepancy may be due to some limitations in smart
speakers’ functionality. Here, we summarize the interaction obstacles and difficulties with smart
speakers.
We consider our study was conducted in a semi-controlled environment, where participants
stayed in their homes without any obvious noises, used their own smart speakers, and stayed in
close proximity to those speakers. However, there are still two interaction obstacles that negatively
impact user experience. The first one is the pre-mature termination of some voice surveys. As
indicated in subsection 4.8, about 10% surveys were ended unexpectedly. In those cases, the smart
speakers somehow appeared disconnected and could not proceed with our survey action. We had
to request participants to invoke the survey again. While it is unknown which part of the cloud
pipeline was causing the speaker to be temporarily out-of-service, it was not uncommon. We
find this “disconnection” issue seems to be a major factor that impacts the smoothness and user
experience of voice surveys. The other obstacle is caused by the speech recognition limitation. For
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both open-ended and close-ended questions, smart speakers struggled to misrecognize common
words (e.g., “male” was mostly recognized as “mail”) and triggered more than 5% interaction errors
in total. A few participants had to answer more than twice to get their responses recognized for
some questions. There were also occasions where the Google speaker responded to some phrases
incorrectly. One instance is that the speaker failed to recognize “28” from “I’m 28” and another
instance is that the speaker failed to record “every second day” and kept re-triggering the survey
action. These ASR failures are not common yet confusing and have caused participants to re-initiate
voice surveys. When being asked about whether interaction errors are bothering them, many
participants commented that one time (error) would be okay, but more than two times would be
annoying. We would assume that more unstable environmental factors (e.g., noise, other people’s
presence) exist if people are asked to respond to voice surveys in day-to-day life [84]. Therefore,
before mass-deploying voice surveys, researchers should consider measuring users’ home network
conditions [60], minimizing ASR errors by designing better surveys [29], and evaluating voice
questionnaire designs with people with different accents [33, 54].
Besides the limitations in the speech recognition of smart speakers, participants also expressed
concerns about the conversational aspect of voice surveys. As current smart speakers only serve
as a front-end while all the other processes are completed in the cloud [58], the interaction is not
always smooth. Many participants complained about the time gaps between their answers and
the speaker’s next question. For example, one mentioned that “some gaps are longer, which made
me wonder if it was still working”. Another participant reported that “there is no sign whether
my responses are recorded or not”. Interestingly, one participant was actually surprised that he
could wait longer before answering. It appears that most participants have no idea of how long
it takes for the speaker to respond. When facing longer gaps, participants would either try to
check the lighting to infer whether the speaker is still working or simply repeat their answers. We
speculate that although all of our participants are experienced smart speaker users, they still lack
the experience of engaging in multi-turn conversations with their speakers [5]. This uncertainty
may stop some people from using the voice survey system.
The clumsiness of voice surveys is also caused by the architecture of the Google platform. In
this study, we used Google Actions Builder to build our survey action. With the default flow,
questionnaires in our action can only be invoked and started from the first question. In other words,
users cannot leave a voice survey halfway and come back to it later. Some participants pointed out
this shortcoming and said that they would not be willing to fill out a very long voice questionnaire
if they had to complete it all at once. We also noticed that some participants tried to be efficient
and answer once the speaker stopped talking, which, somehow, triggered no-input errors. We
speculate that this is because the answer was short, and the user’s speech had a small, imperceptible
overlap with the speaker’s speech. Currently, the smart speaker cannot receive user input when it
is speaking [89]. While such design may have its own advantages, it is time-consuming when users
face interaction errors. In the case of no-input errors, the moment the speaker prompts the fallback
message, users will know the error and can attempt to repeat their responses. However, the current
design forces users to wait until the speaker stops prompting. This ultimately increases the time cost
of voice surveys, and many participants found this annoying. Lastly, the smart speaker is still “not
human enough” [83]. A participant reported that the computer-generated speech was more difficult
to follow than a real human’s speech. Nevertheless, we believe the usability of the voice survey
system can be significantly improved if smart speakers can enable more flexible communication
repairs and more natural conversations.
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LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

While there are many smart speaker owners worldwide, we find it difficult to recruit participants
who are willing to participate in a 2-hour study, especially during COVID-19. Therefore, our sample
size is limited. To collect as much data as possible, we designed a within-subjects study where each
participant experienced both survey modalities and responded to five different surveys with varying
answer options. One recent study that compared the voice survey with the pen&paper survey also
adopted a within-subjects design [45]. They randomized the question order in the two modalities to
mitigate the possibility of participants’ familiarity with the questionnaire. However, this approach
could be unreliable as participants may still remember some questions and respond without
“thinking”. To avoid that, we split four established questionnaires into halves and implemented
those halves on the speaker and the web. We acknowledge that there are confounding factors in our
study design. First, although all established questionnaires have excellent split-half reliability [77],
the voice questions and web questions are still not entirely identical. So, respondents are not
supposed to answer identically across modalities. Second, those surveys are of different topics and
difficulties, which could also become a confounding factor. To eliminate the impact of question
contents, we emphasized to participants that they should only consider the format of questions
rather than the content when they answer the 3-question scales and during their exit interviews.
Nevertheless, it is undeniable that the reliability and response agreements are compromised to
some extent.
As aforementioned, we noticed a learning effect of voice surveys, particularly for participants in
the voice-web order group. The learning effect may negatively impact the effectiveness of test-retest
reliability measurement. As participants became more familiar with the rating scale and gave more
thought to the questions, they may give different answers to the same questions, which lowered
the test-retest consistency. Lastly, there was an observer effect during the survey administration
process. A few participants actually pointed out that they were slightly uncomfortable answering
some personal (e.g., age) and attitude (e.g., “I frequently compare myself to others.”) questions in
front of our researchers. With the presence of an observer, participants may opt to choose more
“positive” answers without thinking more deeply, or they may attempt to give longer answers to
open-ended questions [22, 57]. The response data quality may be compromised when people are
asked to respond in the wild.
Although this study design has limitations, we find our design allows participants to experience
all types of questions and provide their opinions and preferences to different question formats,
which is essential for us to learn about user perceptions at this exploratory stage. Alternative
between-subjects designs, where different respondents answer one identical survey with different
formats of questions, may yield a more rigorous measurement of the reliability and suitability of
rating scales. However, in that design, a larger sample size will be required and participants cannot
directly compare different rating scales. Hence, we think both within- and between-subjects design
studies are crucial to deepen our understanding of voice surveys on smart speakers. Also, future
research should integrate training for participants to mitigate the learning effect. Lastly, to evaluate
how smart speakers perform as a new survey administration platform in the wild, it is necessary to
measure the response rate, drop-out rate, and data quality of voice surveys [19, 29]. We designed
our Google action and published it as a test version for our participants. To mass distribute smart
speaker surveys, people need to be aware of this new type of survey. Researchers can look into
how to “send” voice surveys to speaker owners. Maybe voice survey VUI applications (e.g., Google
actions and Alexa skills) can be published publicly and send to users through daily notifications 3 .
3 https://developer.amazon.com/en-US/docs/alexa/alexa-voice-service/notifications-overview.html
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Lastly, researchers can examine ASR errors in voice surveys, as we believe the willingness to adopt
new survey modalities depends largely on the interaction experience [29].
7

CONCLUSION

In this study, we investigated what types of questions are suitable to be deployed in voice surveys
administered by smart speakers. With a within-subject design, we compared the response agreement
between voice and web responses and the test-retest reliability of five different surveys. Our results
suggest that overall voice surveys administered by smart speakers are comparable to web surveys
in terms of response validity and reliability. Among the five tested surveys, we find participants
performed the best with the binary scale and slightly worse with the 5-point W scale, and they
also rated the 5-point W scale more difficult to use. The numerical scales, on the other hand, were
considered easier to choose from. While we originally expected that open-ended voice questions
might incite longer and higher-quality responses, the data collected via voice was actually not as
long as that collected on the web. Participants also considered recording free-form answers to be
troublesome as they needed to speak “recognizable” words. Based on empirical data and qualitative
user feedback, we recommend researchers use the binary scale and 5-point numerical scale for
voice surveys and integrate some training for respondents in the future. Lastly, we reflect on the
limitations of our study and suggest that future work should recruit more respondents and evaluate
voice surveys with both between- and within-subjects designs.
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APPENDIX

A.1
1.
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
2.

Questionnaires administered on the web

Demographic questions
What is your age? (Age)
What is your gender? (Gender)
What is the highest degree or level of school you have completed? (Education)
What is your current employment status? (Employment)
Which languages are you capable of speaking fluently? (Language)
How many smart speakers do you own? (Number of smart speakers)
How did you obtain your smart speakers? (Ways of getting speakers)
How long have you been using smart speakers? (Length of usages)
How often do you use your smart speakers? (Frequency of usages)
What do you enjoy most about smart speakers? (Enjoy most)
What is your biggest complaint about smart speakers? (Biggest complaint)
Binary questions (Positive Thinking Scale)
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(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
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When somebody does something for me, I usually wonder if they have an ulterior motive. (N)
I know the world has problems, but it seems like a wonderful place anyway. (P)
I see much beauty around me. (P)
I believe in the good qualities of other people. (P)
When something bad happens, I ruminate on it for a long time. (N)
When I see others prosper, it makes me feel bad about myself. (N)
I think of myself as a person with many strengths. (P)
When good things happen, I wonder if they will soon turn sour. (N)
I savor memories of pleasant past times. (P)
I regret many things from my past. (N)
When I think of the past, for some reason the bad things stand out. (N)

3. 5-point # questions (BREQ-3)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)

I take part in exercise because my friends/family/partner say I should.
I consider exercise consistent with my values.
I would feel bad about myself if I was not making time to exercise.
I think it is important to make the effort to exercise regularly.
I feel like a failure when I haven’t exercised in a while.
I think exercising is a waste of time.
I consider exercise part of my identity.
I find exercise a pleasurable activity.
I can’t see why I should bother exercising.
I get restless if I don’t exercise regularly.
I get pleasure and satisfaction from participating in exercise.
I feel under pressure from my friends/family to exercise.

4. 5-point W questions (PUMP)
(1) I need more time using my smartphone to feel satisfied than I used to need. (Tolerance)
(2) It would be very difficult, emotionally, to give up my smartphone. (Withdrawal)
(3) I have thought in the past that it is not normal to spend as much time using a smartphone as I
do. (Longer time than intended)
(4) People tell me I spend too much time using my smartphone. (Great deal of time spent)
(5) I feel anxious if I have not received a call or message in some time. (Craving)
(6) I have used my smartphone when I knew I should be doing work/schoolwork. (Activities given
up or reduced)
(7) When I stop using my smartphone because it is interfering with my life, I usually return to it.
(Use despite physical or psychological problems)
(8) At times, I find myself using my smartphone instead of spending time with people who are
important to me and want to spend time with me. (Failure to fulfill role obligations)
(9) I have almost caused an accident because of my smartphone use. (Use in physically hazardous
situations)
(10) I have continued to use my smartphone even when someone asked me to stop. (Use despite
social or interpersonal problems)
5. 7-point # questions (FSQ)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

I now would do anything to try to avoid a spider.
Spiders are one of my worst fears.
If I came across a spider now, I would leave the room.
Currently, I sometimes think about getting bit by a spider.
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If I saw a spider now, I would ask someone else to kill it.
If I encountered a spider now, it would take a long time to get it out of my mind.
If I saw a spider now, I would feel very panicky.
If I saw a spider now, I would probably break out in a sweat and my heart would beat faster.
If I saw a spider now, I would think it will try to jump on me.

A.2

Questionnaires administered on the smart speaker

1. Demographic questions
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)

What is your age? (Age)
What is your gender? (Gender)
What is the highest degree or level of school you have completed? (Education)
What is your current employment status? (Employment)
Which languages are you capable of speaking fluently? (Language)
How many smart speakers do you own? (Number of smart speakers)
How did you obtain your smart speakers? (Ways of getting speakers)
How long have you been using smart speakers? (Length of usages)
How often do you use your smart speakers? (Frequency of usages)
What do you enjoy most about smart speakers? (Enjoy most)
What is your biggest complaint about smart speakers? (Biggest complaint)

2. Binary questions (Positive Thinking Scale)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)

I am optimistic about my future. (P)
I frequently compare myself to others. (N)
I see my community as a place full of problems. (N)
I see the good in most people. (P)
When something bad happens, I often see a “silver lining,” something good in the bad event. (P)
When I see others prosper, even strangers, I am happy for them. (P)
When I think of myself, I think of many shortcomings. (N)
When good things happen, I wonder if they might have been even better. (N)
When I think of the past, the happy times are most salient to me. (P)
I think frequently about opportunities that I missed. (N)
I sometimes think about how fortunate I have been in life. (P)

3. 5-point # questions (BREQ-3)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)

I exercise because it is consistent with my life goals.
It’s important to me to exercise regularly.
I can’t see why I should bother exercising.
I value the benefits of exercise.
I enjoy my exercise sessions.
I exercise because other people say I should.
I exercise because it’s fun.
I feel guilty when I don’t exercise.
I exercise because others will not be pleased with me if I don’t.
I feel ashamed when I miss an exercise session.
I consider exercise a fundamental part of who I am.
I don’t see why I should have to exercise.

4. 5-point W questions (PUMP)
(1) When I decrease the amount of time spent using my smartphone I feel less satisfied. (Tolerance)
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(2) When I stop using my smartphone, I get moody and irritable. (Withdrawal)
(3) The amount of time I spend using my smartphone keeps me from doing other important work.
(Longer time than intended)
(4) I think I might be spending too much time using my smartphone. (Great deal of times spent)
(5) When I am not using my smartphone, I am thinking about using it or planning the next time I
can use it. (Craving)
(6) I have ignored the people I’m with in order to use my smartphone. (Activities given up or
reduced)
(7) I have used my smartphone when I knew I should be sleeping. (Use despite physical or psychological problems)
(8) I have gotten into trouble at work or school because of my smartphone use. (Failure to fulfill
role obligations)
(9) I have used my smartphone when I knew it was dangerous to do so. (Use in physically hazardous
situations)
(10) My smartphone use has caused me problems in a relationship. (Use despite social or interpersonal
problems)
5. 7-point # questions (FSQ)
(1) Currently, I am sometimes on the look out for spiders.
(2) I now think a lot about spiders.
(3) I would be somewhat afraid to enter a room now, where I have seen a spider before.
(4) If I encountered a spider now, I would have images of it trying to get me.
(5) If I came across a spider now, I would get help from someone else to remove it.
(6) If I encountered a spider now, I wouldn’t be able to deal effectively with it.
(7) If I saw a spider now, I would be afraid of it.
(8) I would feel very nervous if I saw a spider now.
(9) If I saw a spider now, I would think it will harm me.
A.3
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Voice commands for voice surveys

Hey Google, talk to monkey forecast. → Demographic questions
Hey Google, talk to monkey forecast about positive thinking questions. → Binary questions
Hey Google, talk to monkey forecast about number activity survey. → 5-point # questions
Hey Google, talk to monkey forecast about smartphone survey. → 5-point W questions
Hey Google, talk to monkey forecast about spiders. → 7-point # questions

A.4

Counterbalancing survey orders

Here, we show the 8 counterbalancing experiment procedures:
Questionnaire orders

(n = 12)

S1, S2, S3, S4, S5
Participants
(n = 24)

Voice session
Web session

S5, S4, S3, S2, S1

Exit interview

S3, S4, S1, S5, S2
Web session

S2, S5, S4, S1, S3
(n = 12)

Voice session

S1: Demographic Questions (DQ) | S2: Binary scale | S3: 5-point # | S4: 5-point W | S5: 5-point #
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